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From the Editor’s Desk: In order to increase attendance at
our meetings extra credit was given in competition to those
that signed in at meetings other than competition meetings.
Check the scores page to see if you earned extra points for
attendance. Also I will give a 1/4 point for anyone who emails
me with the secret code on that page thus providing us with
statistics as to whether we should continue publishing. See
scores page 5 for results. “photoJoe” Crupi

IMPORTANT: Monday, 3/30/20, at 6:45 PM, Zoom
teleconference meeting - Not a Joke see page 2 for
instructions.

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

We are a 501C3 Org.
A sponsor of the PSA
Youth Showcase

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

1st—Competition #8 Judge: Kathy Bacca -6:45 PM. Teleconference*
15th –Program– John Brokos “Wonders of Nature”
29th—Program Chris Moore “Focus Stacking”

6th—Competition #9
Judge: TBA
20th –Program– Mike DiRenzo “Great Northwest in HDR”

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2019-20 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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You may be aware by now that your FCC board has been working hard to
set up some type of online meeting especially for competition. A trial run
with the board members worked out great. And now there will be a trial run
which will include all members. Then our April competition will be available
for all to watch on their computers or phone LIVE. To participate please
read the important message below. Many thanks to Tony Siciliano for
putting this together with Joe Macaluso, Bernie Gellman and others.
Thanks to all Board Members!
IMPORTANT: FCC is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom teleconference meeting, Monday,
3/30/20, at 6:45 PM, to learn how to teleconference. In this way, we can continue meeting until
the Covid-19 Virus Crisis abates.
After Monday’s practice meeting, we will send out another email to attend the FCC Competition
Meeting on Wednesday, 4/1/20, at 6:45 PM. Let’s hope all goes well and everyone can make both
meetings!
Here is a link to a Columbia University video describing how to join a Zoom Video Conference. It is
suggested that the FCC member watch this video first to give you a little
orientation:https://youtu.be/NIYudDeULlw Finally, this is the important stuff. Here is the
information you need to join the meeting on Monday, 3/30/20, at 6:45 PM. Please read carefully.
Join Zoom Meeting https://us04web.zoom.us/j/5390900761 (FCC Members-click this link,
download and install the required software, following the instructions to allow audio and video, and
join the meeting. No password is required. Note, you can do this on your computer and/or on your
phone. System requirements for a computer-simply a computer with a camera and microphone.
System requirements for a smart phone-simply a smart phone with a camera and microphone.) (a
computer without a camera on it works also but you will not appear on the screen)
Meeting ID: 539 090 0761 (Don’t worry about this ID number, as it should not be necessary to join
the meeting)
One tap mobile +19292056099,,5390900761# US (New York) (If you do not have a computer or
smart phone with the above requirements, you can simply call in on a regular phone and follow the
prompts.) Dial an old fashioned regular phone and follow the prompts +1 929 205 6099 US (N Y)

There was an FCC Board meeting in January in which the following changes were decided for next season
Sept 2020– June 2021.
As written in the minutes: “The need to deemphasize scoring and focus on learning from critiques was a
concern.” “...images at FCC competitions will be critiqued...then can be reworked by the maker before
being sent to PFLI competition.”
So “starting in September the FCC will no longer hire outside judges, but instead will use trained in house
members to critique photos at FCC competition with an emphasis on teaching how to improve the images
and learn how to use photo editing software.”
Despite many cameras and lenses being manufactured outside of China, many of the other factories still rely on at least some number of
small parts from Chinese factories. Rolling factory shutdowns, travel bans for workers, export delays and quarantines are making it almost
impossible to make accurate long-term manufacturing plans at the moment.
We can therefore expect to see delays to the majority of products that are thought to be targeted for launch in 2020, including highly
anticipated cameras such as the Canon R5, Sony A7SII and Sony A7IV. Popular new products that are already announced and shipping,
can also be expected to experience supply constraints. In short, if there is something you really want, or need, there is no better year to
think about placing a pre-order for that product and getting in line. Many stores don’t even take payment or require a deposit to do this.
Got a big trip or project coming later in the year where you think you want to use some new gear? Think about ordering (or pre-ordering) it
now.
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B Group Frederick Mark

Valhalla fountains

My picture was taken in September of 2018 at Gate of
Heaven Cemetery in Valhalla, N.Y. We go every year to
visit my wife’s grandparents’ graves. It is one of the most
beautiful cemeteries I’ve ever seen. When our son was
young he always enjoyed seeing the ducks in the pond.

A Group

Bill McLernon

Creative

Wild flower barn

using layers and masks, the 3 geese was cut out of a
image of them flying over Oakland Lake. “

Salon

Andrew Silver

2593 Trees

“Yeah Bernard's photo was f—g spectacular he had
across three rice patties and wait for that water
buffalo to be in the right spot I on the other hand saw
the sun shining through the trees drop to my knees
with a wide angle lens I believe 14 to 24 pumped it up
to F 22 move to the left into the right so that I would
get a Sunburst and took my photo mother nature did
most of the work growing the trees I merely just
pressed the button .”

Bernie Gellman

“This image is a composite of 3 images put together

“I took this photo last year on our way from Ancramdale, NY,
on Pulver Rd to Millerton, NY. That day was partially cloudy
and the sun was setting quickly. I pulled over to take this
photo before the sunset. I was intrigued with the barn, since
it was surrounded by a wildflower field with no apparent
roadway in or out. Concerning enhancing the original I added
more clouds over the right side of the barn roof to hide some
the sunset that was overpowering the photo.”

B&W

Flying Geese

Bernard Huang

Going to work

“My image of the month is a farmer with his cow went to work
in the morning. I went to Que -Lin China on April 2018 for a
weeklong photo trip. We were a group of 4 and had a local
guide. Early one morning we went to a beautiful farm area
hoping for good misty weather. Everybody set up their tripods
a good position, and waited for the farmer to come. When
the farmer finally arrived with his cow to cross the road to the
farm, I waited for the right moment and took some shots.
And this is the best I got. For traveling light, the equipment I
used is: Tamron28-300mm zoom lens, Canon 5 D Mark lV
body, Velbon tripod, and Arca Swiss tripod head. I also did
some minor adjustments with photoshop. “
Thanks to Joe Macaluso for the idea and coordinating the IOM
winners to include a story with their photos
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Roy Woelfel
Georgina Eng
Edward xu
Bill Mclernon
Helen Repstad
Joe Macaluso
Bernie Gellman
Tony Sicilliano
Sherre Lin
Tony Coppeta
Helen Repstad
Bernard Huang
Tom Mrwik
Conrad Tinney
Matsuyama Tsunemasa
Martin Fleischer
Lucy Pearce
Barbara Shea
Andrew Silver
Terry Chen

STOP
Pearface
whathappened
Andy Warhol Quaker Oats
snowflake 2492
Rubik
021220-Flying Geese.jpg
FCC Roadtrip
play in the air
Farmer's playground
lenten rose 0307
seagull bite big fish
P1140763 A great one ll Wurzburg
Dream
Bleeding Hearts
lone walker
In My Garden
Purple Water Lilly copy
BW Dune w Tree 1041 (1 of 1)
Crusing2
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Norman Eng
Frederick Mark
David Alaiano
Roy Woelfel
S Jackson
Sheila Golden
Bill Mclernon

The Beach
Bowne fountains
NEFERTITI BROOKLYN MUSEUM
Morning LBI
Take Flight
Climbing The Stairs
Wild Flower Barn
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Edward xu
Joe Macaluso
Tony Sicilliano
Louise Destefano
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Alex
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Get something out of staying in: Ideas for isolation
For those that don't get the Digital Preview Blog
you can click here for some photography ideas to try at home.
https://www.dpreview.com/articles/0652775842/get-something-out-of-staying-in-ideas-for-isolation

"You can look at a picture for a week and never think of it
again. You can also look at a picture for a second and
think of it all your life."
- Joan Miro
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A Group

Roy Woelfel
Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Bernie Gellman
Matsuyarma Tsunemasa
Louise DeStefano
Edward Xu
Sharon Jackson
Uris McKay
Georgina Eng
John Baratta
Archie Reyes

14
14
14
14
13
14
12
12
6
5
4
2

32.5
32
30
29.5
29.5
29
23.5
22
8.5
8
7.5
2.5

B Group

Joe Macaluso
Frederick Mark
Sheila Golden
Norman Eng
David Aliono

14
14
9
8
4

25
17
10.5
7
7

Creative

Tony Siciliano
Bernie Gellman
Joe Macaluso
Bill McLernon
Roy Woelfel

7
5
7
7
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17
13
12.5
12
10

Helen Repstad
Edward Xu
Tony Coppeta
Sharon Jackson

3
5
2
1

7
6
4
1

Judge:
Salon Group

Sheree Lin
Terry Chen
Andrew Silver
Bernard Huang
Barbara Shea
Helen Repstad
Lucy Pearce
Tony Coppeta
Martin Freischer
Conrad Tinney
Henry
Szczepanski
Tom Mrwik

14
14
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14
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14
14

36
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35
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26
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6
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B&W Group

Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Joe Macaluso
Edward Xu
Helen Repstad
Roy Woelfel
Tony Coppeta

7
7
7
5
5
7
7

16.5
15.5
13.5
13
12.5
11
10.5

Andrew Silver
Martin Fleischer
Conrad Tinney
Bernie Gellman
David Aliono

4
7
2
1
1

10
9.5
6.5
1.5
1.5

Two girls: "A tray of sushi, please." Waiter: "To eat or to post photos of on Instagram?

EXTRA CREDIT:
For all of you that are looking for the code or the extra points for
competition let me just say April Fool … Happy April Fools day everyone, and
thanks for playing. “photoJoe”
Ah c’mon. You know I try to get you every April Fools day. Smile.
And don't be NEGATIVE.

But the teleconference is not a Joke see page 2
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Our program chair Tony Siciliano has been in contact with Chris Moore who was to be one of our upcoming presenters at FCC. Due to
the cancellations of group meetings Chris has graciously sent an article he made for our newsletter in hopes it will give our members
some activity while house bound. Many thanks Chris.

Corona Virus Cabin Fever – Stir Crazy Solution
If you find yourself socially isolated due to the Corona virus and are looking for
activities to occupy your attention and interest you may want to consider macro
photography. It can be done at your kitchen table and doesn’t require a major
investment in equipment. In fact you can probably use equipment you already
have. Chris Moore
Macro photography usually refers to close-up photography up to life-size (1:1)
Extreme close-up photography usually refers to magnifications between 1X and
5X. Beyond that is microphotography and often involves specialized equipment
like microscopes.
HOW TO DO MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY ON A BUDGET.
So how do you get started with macro photography? ... inexpensively?
There are several ways to obtain focused images of subjects that are closer than
the minimum focusing distance of your lens.

Supplementary Close-Up Screw-in
Plus Lenses

Screw-in (+) close-up lenses are, effectively, like magnifying glasses for your camera. They can be purchased in
sets (usually +1, +2, +4 and +10) very inexpensively. There are multi-coated versions of these lenses made by
Canon that are quite pricey and while they do produce slightly sharper/better results than the inexpensive sets
it’s a value/price trade off you will have to decide for yourself. You can vary the degree of magnification
obtainable by stacking different lenses together although this can degrade the image due to the increased
number of air/glass surfaces you will introduce into the optical path.
Extension Tubes/Rings
Another way to accomplish close-up photography is to use a set of extension rings. These come in sets of three
rings of different lengths. These, too, can be combined to give different degrees of magnification enabling you to
focus closer than the minimum focusing distance of your camera lens.
Due to the fact that the lens is extended further away from the sensor than normal and due to the inverse square
law (which states that light intensity falls off with the square of the distance) you will experience light loss with
rings that you don’t experience with supplementary close-up screw-in plus lenses.
Since extension tubes/rings do not contain any glass there is no image degradation.
The downside to using extension tubes/rings is the light loss which can make focusing more difficult.

Continued next page
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IMPORTANT NOTE: There are two types of extension tubes/rings.

You can purchase a very inexpensive set through a
variety of retail and online suppliers that are strictly
manual and do not contain any electronic interfaces
allowing you to use autofocus and other lens to
camera and camera to lens controls. Manual rings
without electrical contacts MUST be used with older
lenses that have a mechanically adjustable aperture
ring. With this adjustable aperture ring on the lens fstops and exposure can be adjusted. Aperture (fstops) and exposure can NOT be adjusted with newer
autofocus lenses that don’t have an aperture ring.

Automatic (brand-specific) tubes/rings
Although more pricey you can also purchase a set of automatic
extension tubes/rings specific to your camera/lenses. These tubes/rings
have sets of electrical contacts that enable them to couple with each
other and your camera and lens. These contacts maintain all necessary
electrical connections between the camera and lens. This enables you
to use your lens/camera’s automation and to restore lens/camera
communications. Newer autofocus lenses without aperture rings CAN
be used with these rings. They must be purchased for the camera/lens
system you own. Nikon has a different electrical configuration than
Sony which is different from Canon which is different from Olympus, etc

For about $20(prices may vary) you can purchase a lens reversing ring. This
ring screws into the front filter thread of your lens and enables you to reverse
your lens and mount it backwards (front to back) on your camera body.
Opposite the male filter threads on this ring is a male mount that will fit your
lens mounting opening in your camera body. You must specify your camera
brand and model and the filter thread size of the lens(es) you intend to use
when ordering reversing rings.

Lens Reversing Rings:

When you reverse mount a lens using a reversing ring you increase the
amount of magnification you can obtain. This is another way to get closer to a
subject than the minimum focus distance of your lens would allow.

Front to Front Lens Coupling Rings:

The last inexpensive method of obtaining close-up photographs involves the use of a lens coupling
ring. In practice a lens in the telephoto range long focal length lens is mounted to the camera and a
shorter focal length lens is reverse mounted (front to front) to the telephoto lens. This is done with a
coupling ring that has two male threads that fit the filter threads of the lenses being used.
To calculate the magnification(s) possible with this arrangement simply divide the shorter length focal
length into the longer focal length. (ex. A 200mm telephoto lens with a 50mm reversed lens screwed
in front would provide approximately a 4X or 4:1 magnification.
Continued next page
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EXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT

(If you want even better results–or plan to shoot a lot of macro)
If you discover that you really like shooting close up photographs of common and not so common subjects and
want to go further and are willing/prepared to part with some money you may want to consider some more
expensive solutions that will expand your capabilities…Macro Lenses:
A TRUE macro lens will focus all the way from infinity (∞) to life size (1:1). Some “macro” zoom lenses
really aren’t true macro zoom lenses because, while they do have closer minimum focusing distances
than their non-“macro” counterparts, they don’t focus to life-size.
When a true macro lens is designed, to my knowledge, they are always in a fixed focal length (typically – 50
or 60mm, 90 or 100mm and/or 200mm). These lens formulas are designed to provide extended focusing
range of ∞ to life size. They are corrected for flatness of field and several aberrations (like spherical and
chromatic) and edge to edge sharpness. Substantial amounts of money can be saved by purchasing third
party true macro lenses without any appreciable loss in quality. Some of what you pay for in a branded
macro lens is the name. Brands like Tamron, Sigma, Tokina, Rokinon and Laowa and others offer excellent
optics that, in most cases, are as good as the branded (Nikon, Canon, Sony, Leica, Olympus, etc.) lenses.
When results that you obtain from true macro lenses are compared side-by-side with rings, plus lenses,
reversing rings etc. the improvement in overall quality is usually apparent. Is it worth the extra money? …
You decide. You can also check out DPReview.com for unbiased, non-sponsored comparisons and reviews of
one lens against another.

Bellows:

Major manufacturers no longer make bellows! Why? … I don’t know. A third party manufacturer in Europe still does make them
and they make a superior product but, personally, I think they’re way overpriced. The manufacturer is Novoflex.
You can still find bellows in good condition on eBay and Amazon.
Nikon, Canon and probably other manufacturers used to make them. Probably the best value in a bellows – if you shoot Nikon –
and if you can find one in good condition is the Nikon PB-4. Other than the Novoflex bellows it’s the only bellows ever made for
DSLRs and 35mm film cameras that had/has shift (rise/fall) and swing (tilt) movements. It also had an accessory PS-4 for slide and
film strip copying.
OK, OK. Why a bellows? Simple… with a manual aperture ring lens attached a bellows is a continuously variable length extension
tube/ring.
There is no optical degradation of the image other than diffraction at higher magnifications since there are no additional air/glass
surfaces or optics to impact the image forming beam of light.
Additionally, superb results (and high magnifications) can be obtained by reverse mounting enlarging lenses or even microscope
objectives on a bellows (with the appropriate adapters).
Continued next page
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Macro Focusing Rail (often used for focus stacking)
There are two types of macro focusing rails:
•

Manual (there are a large number of these available at
various prices)

Programmable motorized (like the pricey “StackShot” from
Cognisys)

SUBJECT MATTER
It’s everywhere!:There’s a veritable cornucopia of available subjects in and around your home. You can find an extremely wide
Here are some ideas and this list is a small fraction of suitable subjects:

• grains
flowers
vegetables
carpet
bread
powder
moss
leaves
shells
geodes
paper
coins
circuit boards
pencils
pebbles
tree bark
gems
shavings
food
ink in water
oil/water
marine life
buttons
keys
gears
measuring tools
beads
Skittles
strings
water drop refractions
milk splash (H. Edgerton)
pineapple skin
bell peppers inside/outside
teeth

nuts & bolts
flower parts
cloth
nuts
pasta
coffee
lace
seeds
bubbles
mushrooms
eggs
paper money
crayons
pens
watches
grass
marbles
brushes
insects
splash in fish tank
plants
berries
thread
costume jewelry
tools
bottle caps
jelly beans
yarns
CDs
pipe cleaners
onion
tomato
rulers
claws

body parts
fruit
wood
cereal
stones
rust
fabric
skin
stamps
tissues
sand
electronics
art supplies
rocks
jewelry
sand
peeling paint
tools
paint in water
cosmetics
plant parts
feathers
pine cones
wires
drill bits
water drops
M&Ms
spools
slinky
citrus
kiwi
eyes
fish scales
sponge(s)
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LIGHTING
Window Light
During the day one of the best, most natural looking lights is window light. A great place to set up for your macro photography is
at a kitchen table by a window. If you are getting direct hard sunlight through the window you may want to diffuse it with a white
sheet, sheer white curtains or other diffusion material.
Reflectors
White, silver and gold surfaced matte and shiny cards are great ways to open up shadows. These are easily and inexpensively
available both at art supply stores and online. Acrylic mirrors are also inexpensive and easily available.
Flash
If you own flash equipment… use it. If you don’t own it or are unfamiliar with its operation that’s OK. True, it will stop most
subject motion but, if you use a tripod (recommended) and there’s no wind or subject movement you shouldn’t need flash.
HOW DO YOU GET GOOD AT MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY?
Practice, Patience, Practice, Patience, Practice
Once you discover the wonders of the macro and micro worlds around you and develop the skills to capture them for posterity my
guess is… you’ll be hooked.
Have fun exploring the worlds around us… close up.

It is certainly great to see how so many people are rising to the occasion in these trying times. Neighbors helping neighbors. Workers
providing essential services. Even a priest giving up his ventilator so a younger patient may live. It cost him his life. Many receive
comfort in prayer and talking to their God. Some are lonely and phoning them just to help them pass time in confinement is great.
Your FCC board has been working to set up video meetings for us. Competition is still on track. And things like this article created and
submitted by Chris Moore, who was to be a presenter at club, makes me proud of our fellow man.
I hope everyone is keeping social distancing and washing hands and that should keep us all safe. Be assured that in the not too
distant future we will once again be at FCC meetings complaining about judges or scores or sitting and watching and learning from the
many presentations that are scheduled. As once was said, “Keep the faith”.
God bless, “photoJoe” Crupi

“A camera is a tool for learning how to see without a camera.” Dorothea Lange
“Stay focused”.

